Spin-polarized calculations in solids have generally been confined to a global quantization axis to simplify both the theoretical model and its implementation in self-consistent codes. This approximation is justified as many materials exhibit a collinear magnetic order. However, in recent years much interest has been directed towards noncollinear magnetism in which the magnetization density is a continuous vector variable of position. In this paper we develop the all-electron projector augmented-wave ͑PAW͒ method for noncollinear magnetic structures, based on a generalized local-spin-density theory. The method allows both the atomic and magnetic structures to relax simultaneously and self-consistently. The algorithms have been implemented within a powerful package called VASP ͑Vienna ab initio simulation package͒, which has been used successfully for a large variety of different systems such as crystalline and amorphous semiconductors, simple liquids, and transition metals. The approach has been used to study small clusters of Fe and Cr; some of these clusters show noncollinear magnetic arrangements.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the experimental discovery of noncollinear magnetism 1, 2 interest in the subject has grown with the realization that the Stoner model could not predict the temperature behavior of itinerant magnetic systems, because of the neglect of transverse components of the magnetization density. 3 Herring 4 was the first to show that the itinerant electron model could account for the properties of the transition region or ''Bloch wall'' between adjacent ferromagnetic domains with different directions of magnetization. Early studies of noncollinear magnetic arrangements were pioneered in the coherent potential approximation 5, 6 and in models of spin spirals, 7, 8 where the magnetic moment was treated as a vector observable. These approaches were motivated primarily by a desire to develop a finite temperature model of magnetism, as mentioned above.
Noncollinear structures are also found in systems where the topology of the crystalline arrangement excludes a collinear antiferromagnetic ground state ͑prominent examples being the frustrated antiferromagnetic XY model on a triangular lattice 9 and antiferromagnetic Kagomé lattices͒, as a consequence of the cooperation between spin and orbital magnetism in systems containing lanthanides or actinides, 10, 11 and as a result of competing ferro-and antiferromagnetic interactions in disordered systems such as spinglass alloys, substitutional alloys of magnetic and nonmagnetic atoms, 12 and amorphous materials. 13, 14 Density functional noncollinear electronic structure calculations have been pioneered by Sandratskii and Guletskii 15 and Kübler et al. 16, 17 Sandratskii and Guletskii were first to present a generalization of the KKR method to noncollinear magnetism. Their method was applied to calculate the electronic spectrum of the spin spiral of bcc Fe and the reported energy of the spin wave was in good correspondence with the experimental value. Kübler et al. derived the effective single particle equations of noncollinear magnets based on the density functional theory of Kohn and Sham 18 and its spin-polarized generalizations. 19, 20 Their theory predicted well defined sets of directions for the spins. When uncoupled from the underlying crystal lattice, all that is important is the relative orientation of the spins, spin-orbit coupling being necessary to couple the magnetization direction to the crystal lattice. Antropov et al. 21 have attempted to calculate ab initio spin dynamics in magnets using a set of coupled equations of motion. The method was implemented in the local-density approximation ͑LDA͒ and applied to ␥-Fe, finding new lowenergy magnetic configurations. The drawback of such calculations is however that they assume noncollinearity on an interatomic scale, with each atom having a local spinquantization axis and a collinear local magnetization density within the atomic sphere surrounding each site.
Recently Nordström and Singh 22 and Asada et al. 23 have shown how a general formulation of the local-spin-density approximation could be implemented in the full-potential linear-augmented-plane-wave method. Fixed spinquantization axes are defined within each muffin-tin sphere, in the interstitial region the magnetization density is treated as a vector field with continuously varying local directions. Nordström and Mavromaras 24 have used this approach to study magnetic ordering in the heavy rare earths from Gd to Tm.
A fully unconstrained approach to noncollinear magnetism has been attempted by Oda et al. 25 within a plane-wave pseudopotential scheme. The direction of magnetization is a continuous variable of position within the method. Both the atomic and magnetic structure are allowed to relax simultaneously and self-consistently. Their method has been applied only to small Fe clusters, which have less symmetry constraints than the bulk thus making them good candidates for noncollinear magnetic arrangements. Oda et al. 25 have found that the spin direction is uniform within the atomic sphere and this supports the use of a local spin-quantization axis in many earlier noncollinear calculations.
Ivanov and Antropov 26 have developed a wavelet technique for calculating the electronic and noncollinear magnetic structures in the framework of spin-density functional theory again without imposing shape restrictions to the magnetization density. This preliminary report has studied the spin structures of H 3 and Cr 3 clusters.
The current paper describes how a vector magnetization density may be included in the all-electron ͑AE͒ projector augmented wave ͑PAW͒ method to study noncollinear magnetic structures. The algorithms described here have been implemented within a powerful package called VASP ͑Vi-enna ab initio simulation package͒, and are used to study noncollinear magnetic structures in small Fe and Cr clusters.
In Sec. II the basic PAW formalism, following Blöchl 27 and Kresse and Joubert, 28 is described in terms of spinor wave functions necessary for noncollinear magnetism. Additionally, a brief description of the local-spin-density approximation ͑LSDA͒ of noncollinear magnetism is given which follows closely the descriptions in Kübler et al. 16, 17 and Nordström and Singh. 22 In Sec. III the PAW total energy functional, Hamiltonian and forces are described within the noncollinear formalism. Section IV details the technical parameters used in our calculations. Section V demonstrates our method in studying Fe and Cr clusters and critically compares our results with those of Oda et al. 25 and Castro and Salahub. 29 Finally, Sec. VI outlines our conclusions.
II. THE PAW FORMALISM AND LSDA FOR NONCOLLINEAR MAGNETISM

A. LSDA for noncollinear spin structures
Von Barth and Hedin's 19 local-spin-density theory implicitly allows for noncollinear spin arrangements, but Kübler et al. 16, 17 and Sandratskii and Guletskii 15 were the first to implement the noncollinear description in an electronicstructure code.
Following Kübler et al., 16, 17 density functional theory is expressed in terms of a 2ϫ2 density matrix with elements n ␣␤ (r). The electron density is then
The total density matrix may then be defined as
In addition, for the density matrix, we can make a transformation to the equivalent magnetization density using the following formula:
Finally, the Pauli spin matrices ជ ϭ( x , y , z ) are defined by
The exact Kohn-Sham density functional becomes ͑we use atomic units,
͑5͒
E H ͓n Tr ϩn Z ͔ is the electrostatic energy of the electronic charge density n Tr and the point charge densities of the nuclei n Z and is defined by
where ဧϭn Tr ϩn Z . E xc ͓n ␣␤ ͔ is the electronic exchangecorrelation energy and f n are orbital occupation numbers. The exchange-correlation energy is not known in general, but only for a spin-polarized homogeneous electron gas with charge density n Tr and magnetization density m ជ . In the localspin-density approximation E xc ͓n ␣␤ ͔ is defined by
The actual functional form of ⑀ xc has been parametrized in several ways. In the LDA, we used the exchange-correlation functional proposed by Perdew and Zunger 31 based on the quantum Monte Carlo simulations of Ceperley and Alder 32 for the interacting electron gas. For the intermediate spin polarizations we used the interpolation proposed by von Barth and Hedin. 19 The generalized gradient approximation ͑GGA͒ has been developed with the aim of incorporating the leading nonlocal corrections to the LDA. In the GGA, the exchange-correlation functional depends also on the absolute values of the gradients of charge and spin density. Out of the many different GGA functionals proposed in the literature we choose the form proposed by Perdew et al., 33 the approach of White and Bird 34 has been used to calculate the spin-polarized GGA potentials.
B. A noncollinear PAW formalism
In this section we will discuss in detail the PAW formalism for noncollinear magnetism. The PAW formalism is a generalization of ideas from both Vanderbilt-type 35 ultrasoft-pseudopotential 36 ͑USPP͒ and the linearaugmented-plane-wave 37 ͑LAPW͒ methods. The method was first proposed by Blöchl 27 and the formal relationship between the Vanderbilt-type ultrasoft pseudopotentials and the PAW method has been derived by Kresse and Joubert. 28 We briefly summarize the basics of the PAW method below ͑adopting the notation of Refs. 28 and 27͒. The major difference in this formalism is that the spin indices are included.
In the PAW method, the AE wave function ⌿ n ␣ is derived from the pseudo-wave function ⌿ n ␣ by means of a linear transformation: 27 
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͑8͒
The pseudo-wave functions ⌿ n ␣ are the variational quantities.
The index i is a shorthand for the atomic site R, the angular momentum quantum numbers Lϭl,m and an additional index k referring to the reference energy ⑀ kl . For noncollinear magnetism we define the pseudo-wave functions to consist of 2N eigenspinors, where N is the total number of eigenvalues. In our implementation, the pseudo-wave functions are expanded in reciprocal space into plane waves
where ⍀ r is the volume of the Wigner-Seitz cell. The AE partial waves i are obtained for a nonmagnetic reference atom, the pseudo partial waves i are equivalent to the AE partial waves outside a core radius r c l and match continuously onto i inside the core radius. The core radius r c l is usually chosen approximately around half the nearest neighbor distance. The projector functions p i are dual to the partial waves:
͑10͒
Starting from Eq. ͑8͒ it is possible to show that in the PAW method, the AE total density matrix is given by ͑for details we refer to Ref. 27͒
where ñ is the soft pseudodensity matrix calculated directly from the pseudo-wave functions on a plane-wave grid ͓see Eq. ͑9͒ above and Eq. ͑15͒ of Ref. 27͔:
͑12͒
The on-site density matrices 1 n and 1 ñ are treated on a radial support grid that extends up to r rad around each ion. They are defined as ͓Eq. ͑16͒ of Ref. 27͔:
͑14͒
i j ␣␤ are the occupancies of each augmentation channel (i, j) and they are calculated from the pseudo-wave functions applying the projector functions
͑15͒
For a complete set of projectors the charge density 1 ñ is exactly the same as ñ within the augmentation spheres.
C. The compensation density
The compensation densities n must be chosen so that 1 ñ ϩn has exactly the same moments as the exact AE total density 1 n within each augmentation sphere centered at the position R. This requires that
͑16͒
The total density difference between the AE and pseudopartial wave for each channel (i, j) within the augmentation region ͓see Eqs. ͑13͒ and ͑14͔͒ is described by the functions
͑17͒
and their moments q i j L are given by
where L is a shorthand for Lϭ (l,m will give nonzero contributions. The moments q i j L can be obtained easily using Clebsh-Gordan coefficients and a radial integration. A compensation density that fulfills the requirement ͓Eq. ͑16͔͒ can then be defined as a sum of one-center terms
where g l (r) are functions for which the moment l is equal to 1 ͑for details see Ref. 27 and Ref. 28͒.
III. THE TOTAL ENERGY, HAMILTONIAN, AND FORCES
A. Final expression for the total energy
The final expression of the total energy is most conveniently split up into three terms as discussed in Ref. 27 and Ref. 28 :
The total energy functional is divided into a smooth part Ẽ , which is evaluated on regular grids in Fourier or real space, and two one-center contributions E 1 and Ẽ 1 , which are evaluated on radial grids in an angular representation for each sphere individually. Only total densities deriving from the central ion must be calculated in the latter two. The three terms are given by
where U(R,Z ion ) is the electrostatic energy of point charges Z ion in a uniform electrostatic background 38 and the pseudized core density ñ Zc is a charge distribution that is equivalent to n Zc outside the core radius and has the same moment as n Zc inside the core region. We define v H ͓ဧ͔ as the electrostatic potential of the charge density ဧ adopting the following notation:
B. Overlap operator and orthonormality
In the PAW approach, the pseudo-wave functions ⌿ n ␣ fulfill the following generalized orthogonality condition:
͑27͒
where the overlap operator is defined by
and q i j is given by ͓cf. Eq. ͑18͔͒
C. Hamilton operator
To obtain the Hamilton operator for the PAW total energy functional the total energy must be varied with respect to the pseudo-density operator
and one can formally write
The density operator ␣␤ enters in several ways-directly via the kinetic energy term, via the pseudo-charge density ñ Tr , the pseudo-magnetization density m ជ or via the occupancies of each augmentation channel i j ␣␤ defined in Eq. ͑15͒. If we treat these four contributions separately, the variation of the total energy can formally be written as
͑32͒
We start with the term Ẽ in Eq. ͑23͒. The partial derivative with respect to ␣␤ yields simply the kinetic energy operator Ϫ1/2⌬␦ ␣␤ , and the variation with respect to ñ Tr (r) and m ជ (r) leads to the usual effective one-electron potential ṽ eff ␣␤ (r) which is also a 2ϫ2 matrix:
The LSDA exchange-correlation functional leads to the nonmagnetic scalar exchange-correlation potential,
and to the magnetic exchange-correlation field,
where
is the direction of the magnetization density at the point r.
The potential b ជ (r) is parallel to the magnetization density m ជ (r) everywhere.
In Ẽ , the occupancies i j ␣␤ enter only via the compensation charge n , and we obtain with Eq. ͑21͒:
This term accounts for the fact that the pseudo-wave function ⌿ n ␣ does not have the same moments as the AE wave function ⌿ n ␣ , and the term thus corrects the long-range behavior of ⌿ n ␣ .
In the remaining two energy terms, E 1 and Ẽ 1 , only expressions with i j ␣␤ enter-either directly ͑kinetic energy͒ or via 1 n, 1 ñ , or n . Using Eq. ͑13͒, it is easy to show that the derivative of E 1 ͓Eq. ͑25͔͒ with respect to the occupancies i j ␣␤ is given by
The result for Ẽ 1 is similar, and one obtains
The first term in Eq. ͑40͒ derives from the variation with respect to i j ␣␤ and 1 ñ , and the second one from the variation with respect to n . The terms 1 D i j ␣␤ and 1 D i j ␣␤ are evaluated on the radial grid within each augmentation region: they are strictly on-site and restore the correct shape of the AE-wave function within the spheres.
The final expression for the Hamilton operator is remarkably elegant and simple:
͑42͒
The term involving
describes the interaction of the compensation density associated with one-electron with the effective one-electron potential ͑long-range electrostatic effects͒. The remaining two terms are strictly on-site and account for the fact that the potential ṽ eff ␣␤ and the pseudo-wave function ⌿ n ␣ do not show the rapid variations usually present in the vicinity of the ionic cores.
The pseudo-wave functions are obtained by solving the generalized Kohn-Sham equations
͑44͒
Forces are usually defined as the total derivative of the energy with respect to the ionic positions
In the PAW method ͑as in the USPP method͒, complications arise from the fact that the augmentation spheres and compensation densities are allowed to move with the ions, which gives rise to additional terms ͑similar to Pulay forces 40, 41 ͒ in comparison with standard plane-wave codes. These correction terms are described in detail by Kresse and Joubert, 28 the generalization to noncollinear magnetization densities is straightforward.
IV. TECHNICAL PARAMETERS OF THE CALCULATIONS
Our calculations adopt periodic boundary conditions and place our clusters in a simple cubic unit cell with a lattice constant of 11 Å to reduce the interactions between the periodic images to negligible proportions. The calculations have been performed at the ⌫-point only. To improve convergence in the case of partially occupied eigenstates at the Fermi level, a modest Gaussian smearing of ϭ0.05 eV has been used. The possible effect of interactions between the periodically repeated images has been controlled by performing calculations at the X-point on the Brillouin zone boundary. In all cases except the most unfavorable case of linear tetramers the dispersion of eigenstates was found to be negligible. Therefore, we used an elongated cell of dimensions 13 Å ϫ 9 Å ϫ 9 Å for the linear tetramers. We use a large energy cutoff of 350 eV for the plane-wave basis set. A cutoff of 1000 eV in Fe and 402 eV in Cr is used for the augmentation charges. The smooth part of the wave functions and potentials is represented in a fast Fourier-transform grid of dimensions 120ϫ120ϫ120 for Fe and 72ϫ72ϫ72 for Cr. It was necessary to use larger values for Fe to achieve full convergence. The approach to selfconsistency of the charge and spin densities and of the potentials is achieved by the optimized mixing procedure described in detail by Kresse and Furthmüller. 42 The criteria for terminating the electronic and ionic iterations are energy differences of 10 Ϫ5 eV and 10 Ϫ4 eV, respectively. Our geometry optimizations are initiated from the atomic configurations specified by Cas-tro and Salahub 29 and were performed using the quasiNewton method.
The magnetization density is projected onto a sphere of radius 1.2 Å and 1.3 Å for Fe and Cr, respectively, to calculate the local magnetic moment. The total magnetic moment of the cluster M tot is calculated as the absolute value of the integrated magnetization density. Note that due to the arbitrariness in the definition of the projective spheres, there is necessarily a certain difference between M tot and the sum over the projected atomic moments. The binding energies are computed by taking as a reference an isolated spherical atom with a total magnetic moment of 4 B /atom in Fe and 6 B /atom in Cr corresponding to Hund's rule.
V. APPLICATION TO Fe AND Cr CLUSTERS
Small clusters of Fe n (nр5) have been studied extensively in the past [43] [44] [45] 29, 46, 47 and represent ideal systems for testing our implementation of noncollinear magnetism. Recently Oda et al. 25 have used these clusters in a similar spirit within their own implementation of fully unconstrained noncollinear magnetism. As fcc Fe is known to have a spinspiral ground-state, noncollinear magnetism is suggested to be important in Fe clusters, primarily as they have less symmetry constraints than bulk materials. Oda et al. 25 have found two noncollinear solutions. The first is an antiferromagnetic ͑AFM͒ trimer ͑edge atoms roughly antiferromagnetic, central atom with a roughly perpendicular magnetization͒. The second occurs in a triagonal bipyramid ͑the apical atoms being noncollinear͒. Figure 1 shows the structures investigated in our study with the ground-state configuration of the magnetic moments indicated by the arrows. In addition to Fe, we have also investigated the ground states of Cr (n р5) clusters ͑see Fig. 2͒ and we discuss the results for Cr in contrast to the situation in the Fe clusters.
For crystalline Fe ͑Refs. 48-50͒ and Cr ͑Refs. 51 and 52͒ it has been shown that the local-density-approximation ͑LDA͒ leads to incorrect predictions of the structural and magnetic ground state ͓e.g., Fe is predicted to be hexagonalclose-packed and nonmagnetic ͑NM͒ instead of bodycentered-cubic and ferromagnetic ͑FM͔͒. The LDA also fails in assessing the strength of the magnetovolume effect. Generalized gradient corrections ͑GGA͒ to the exchangecorrelation functionals, on the other hand, lead to a correct prediction of the structural and magnetic phase diagram. Therefore, both GGA and the LDA have been used in our calculations.
A. Fe n "nÏ5… clusters
The properties of transition metal clusters are a difficult challenge for both experimental and theoretical techniques. Fe clusters have exhibited complex magnetic behavior in ion beam experiments. de Heer et al. 53 found effective magnetic moments per atom far below the bulk moments in contradiction of earlier experiments of Cox et al. 54 who found that Fe n clusters containing nϭ2 -17 atoms have higher effective moments than in the bulk. Khanna and Linderoth 55 have supported the results of de Heer et al. 53 by calculating the effective magnetic moments of small Fe and Co clusters and showing that they are indeed well below the bulk values. Rohlfing et al. 56 have measured the binding of the valence electrons from the ionization potentials ͑IP's͒ which decrease nonmonotomically from the atomic IP towards the bulk function as n increases (nр25). These experiments have revealed complicated electronic structures in which spinpolarized effects might play an important role.
From the theoretical point of view the systems have been studied extensively, but considering only collinear magnetic arrangements. Until recently noncollinear magnetic studies of these materials were rare. Oda et al. 25 have used Fe clusters (nр5) as test cases for their implementation of noncollinear magnetism with their ab initio molecular dynamics method, 57 which deals efficiently with the simultaneous relaxation of electronic and ionic degrees of freedom. In this paper, we compare our results in detail with those of Oda et al. and also investigate the effect of gradient corrections on these LDA results.
Fe 2 dimers
The results for the Fe 2 dimer are presented in Table I for GGA and LDA. In this case we have attempted two different noncollinear calculations. The first is initiated to be roughly ͑by roughly we mean that small random noncollinear components are introduced, while the main components of magnetization are either ferro-or antiferromagnetic͒ ferromagnetic and the second calculation is initialized in a roughly antiferromagnetic state.
Interestingly, the collinear AFM calculation using GGA results in a metastable AFM solution some 647 meV/atom above the ground state while LDA converged to a metastable nonmagnetic solution 753 meV/atom above the ground state. This indicates that as in the bulk metals, the GGA tends to stabilize a magnetic state over the nonmagnetic state also in the smallest clusters. In addition to the agreement of total energy and magnetic moments we also find that the bond length agrees in both collinear and noncollinear approaches. Our LDA bond length of 1.93 Å is slightly lower than that of Blöchl. 27 Kresse and Joubert 28 and Moroni et al. 48 have indicated that Blöchl's results for bond lengths are somewhat too long, state of the art calculations giving bond lengths typically 2% smaller ͑see Moroni et al. 48 ͒. As is usual in gradient corrected calculations, our GGA bond lengths are larger ͑1.98 Å͒ and are accompanied by a corresponding decrease in the binding energy. This result is indeed in reasonable agreement with the experiments of Purdum et al., 58 who found a bond length of 2.02 Å. Our magnetic moment (M at ϳ2.80 B /atom in LDA and ϳ2.83 B /atom in GGA, M tot ϭ6.0 B /atom in both approaches͒ is also in reasonable agreement with the all-electron, linear-combination-ofGaussian-orbitals method, value of 3.0 B /atom. 29 The bond lengths reported from extended x-ray-absorption finestructure ͑EXAFS͒ experiments vary from 2.02 Å ͑Ref. 58͒ in neon matrix to 1.87 Å ͑Ref. 59͒ in an argon matrix, our results tending to support the larger value.
Fe 3 trimers
For the Fe 3 clusters we have considered two structural types, an equilateral triangle and a linear chain. For the triangular structure a collinear FM, a roughly noncollinear FM, and a noncollinear spiral structure were considered as starting magnetic configurations. B /atom in GGA rotated relative to the moment on the nearest neighbor Fe atoms by Ϯ120°so that the total magnetization projected on an arbitrary global axis vanishes. In the LDA no such metastable noncollinear configurations exist. The metastable bond length is only slightly increased in both GGA and LDA from the ground state.
The linear chain, although not the ground state of Fe 3 , is of particular interest as Oda et al. 25 reported a noncollinear arrangement as the lowest-energy of the chain structure. In our LDA calculation we have been unable to confirm this finding. All our results are collinear even when we initiate a noncollinear arrangement similar to the ground state found by Oda et al. Interestingly, during these calculations we found such noncollinear arrangements, but when the accu- racy was increased to obtain full convergence, a magnetic phase transition occurs, reducing the total energy, to give the collinear data indicated in Table II . The LDA ground state for the chain is AFM in contrast to the GGA calculations which clearly find a collinear FM ground-state solution with a slightly increased bond length. Note that the total magnetic moment of this noncollinear configuration of the straight Fe 3 trimer is a noninteger multiple of B . A similar result has been reported by Oda et al. 25 Analysis of the spindistribution of the eigenstates demonstrates that within each state the spin density is itself noncollinear. The total magnetic moment is calculated by superposing the magnetization densities of the eigenstates and integrating over space. After the Fe 2 dimer, this is a further example that for Fe the gradient corrections tend to stabilize a ferromagnetic ground state. In this particular case, the reversal of AFM/FM stability is also intuitively related to the change in the equilibrium bond length: according to the Slater-Néel picture of the distance dependence of the exchange pair interaction, the change of sign leading to the AFM→FM transition occurs at bond lengths realized in the different phases of Fe.
Additionally, we have also stabilized a noncollinear arrangement using gradient corrections with almost antiferromagnetically aligned, but slightly tilted magnetic moments on the edge atoms and a smaller moment pointing in a perpendicular direction on the central atom ͑see Fig. 3 and Table II͒ . This noncollinear state is clearly metastable and some 116 meV/atom above the FM lowest-energy state of the linear chain, but almost degenerate with the collinear AFM solution, being only ϳ9 meV/atom lower. The AFM and noncollinear configurations of the linear Fe 3 trimer are the result of dominant antiferromagnetic coupling with a ferromagnetic interaction between the central atom and the edge atoms. In a collinear state this competition leads to a complete quenching of the central moment, relaxation of this constraint leads to a spin arrangement analogous to that in the spin-flop phase of a frustrated antiferromagnet.
Fe 4 tetramers
The results for the Fe 4 clusters are compiled in Table III . As starting configurations we have considered a tetrahedron, a square and a linear chain. Both the LDA and the GGA predict a ferromagnetic ground state with a tetrahedral structure. Interestingly, the GGA predicts not only a larger total magnetic moment (M tot ϭ14 B against M tot ϭ12 B in the LDA͒, but in addition a considerable distortion of the tetrahedron: two opposite, mutually perpendicular edges are considerably stretched ͑to 2.56 Å͒ whereas the remaining four bonds are shorter by 0.33 Å. In the LDA a regular tetrahedron is predicted as the stable structure. The reason for the distorted ground state structure becomes clear if we look at the molecular eigenvalues of the cluster ͑see Fig. 4͒ : in the LDA the Fermi level coincides with a threefold degenerate spin-up state occupied by a single electron, the highest occupied minority state is an equally threefold degenerate state at EϳϪ0.35 eV. The gradient corrections lead to an increased exchange splitting, for an undistorted cluster this would result in a fully-occupied spin-up and a partially occupied spin-down state ͑one electron͒ and a total magnetic moment of 16 B . Apparently the relative shift of spin-up and spin-down states produced by the gradient corrections is not sufficiently large to stabilize such a large moment. The alternative is to break the threefold degeneracy of the states close to the Fermi level by a geometrical distortion, allowing for the redistribution of only a single electron between spin-up and spin-down states. For an undistorted tetrahedral cluster we have been able to stabilize a metastable noncollinear arrangement with the directions of the moments arranged in such a way that they are aligned with the vectors pointing from the center to the vertices of the tetrahedron. This metastable state lies some ϳ452 meV/atom in GGA and ϳ421 meV/atom in LDA above the respective ground states. This magnetic structure is an interesting generalization of the spiral arrangement found in Fe 3 . We shall see later that this noncollinear arrangement is also to be found in the Cr 4 cluster.
A metastable FM arrangement is found for the Fe 4 square structure with a large moment of ϳ3.10 B /atom in the GGA and ϳ1.75 B /atom in the LDA. A linear-chain-like arrangement of the Fe 4 cluster is about 525 meV/atom ͑GGA͒ or ϳ674 meV/atom ͑LDA͒ higher in energy than the Fe 4 tetrahedron. Independently of the GGA/LDA difference and of the magnetic configuration, the central Fe-Fe bond is always elongated compared to the terminal bonds, the terminal atoms also carry enhanced moments. In the LDA, a FM configuration is the magnetic ground state of the Fe 4 chain. In the GGA, the FM solution is again the most stable, a remarkable result is the large bond length between the AFM coupled atoms. A metastable AFM configuration can be found only in the collinear calculations, whereas the noncollinear calculations relax from an AFM starting configuration to the FM ground state. The reason is that the continuous rotation of the spins in the noncollinear calculations allow for a barrierless transformation, whereas the spin flip necessary in the collinear calculation leads to a considerable saddle-point energy. These results are rather consistent with those previously reported and we shall refer the reader to prior work 25, 29, 45 for further discussion of Fe 4 cluster properties.
Fe 5 pentamers
The second case of particular interest in the work of Oda et al. 25 is the Fe 5 bipyramidal structure in which they found the roughly FM ground state to contain tilted magnetic moments on the apical atoms of the bipyramid. Intuitively such solutions seem to be unphysical as they break the normal collinear symmetry and one would expect the total energy to be higher. Nevertheless, in both GGA and LDA we have been able to stabilize such solutions some ϳ14 meV/atom and ϳ32 meV/atom below the collinear results, respectively. Both in the LDA and in the GGA, and in the noncollinear ground state as well as in the metastable collinear ferromagnetic state, the bond lengths in the central triangle are slightly longer than between the central and the apical atoms. This somewhat squashed but otherwise undistorted structure agrees with the results of Oda et al., 25 but disagrees with the work of Castro and Salahub. 29 The tilt angle of the magnetic moment is ϳ35.9°in our LDA calculation and ϳ31.3°in GGA, to be compared to ϳ29.7°in the LDA calculation of Oda et al. How such frustration might arise is not immediately clear. Certainly, the coupling between the apical atoms must play a crucial role in establishing the frustration. As the moments on the apical atoms tilt in opposite directions ͑see Table IV͒ , it appears that the exchange interactions between the apical atoms is antiferromagnetic and hence acts against the ferromagnetic nearest neighbor coupling between apical and central atoms. Hence a rotation of the apical moments relative to those in the central triangle allows the magnetic energy to be optimized. A detailed analysis of the exchange coupling would be valuable to obtain better understanding of the conditions responsible for the frustration. Finally, Fig. 5 shows the magnetization density surrounding the atomic sites. The figure illustrates, first, that the magnetization density varies smoothly with position, secondly, that the spin direction only changes at the ''Bloch wall'' between atoms where the charge and spin densities are small, and thirdly, that the magnetization density is roughly uniform in the magnetic region of the atoms. However, one can see that for the central atoms the magnetization density deviates from being spherically symmetric and exhibits a somewhat ''squashed'' appearance.
B. Cr n "nÏ5… clusters
The magnetic ground state of body-centered cubic chromium is a spin-density-wave state described as a long-period (ϳ20 interatomic distances͒ of a simple type-I antiferromagnetic structure, 60 with a modest magnetic moment of M Cr ϳ0.6 B . However, there is evidence that in a case of reduced coordination ͑e.g., at a surface͒ the Cr moment is strongly enhanced: M Cr ϳ2.5 B has been reported 61, 62 for a Cr͑100͒ surface. With this in mind we have investigated the likely ground-state configurations of small Cr n (nр5) clusters. We expect large magnetic moments and strong antiferromagnetic nearest neighbor coupling. In the triangular configurations this will inevitably lead to frustration and hence possibly to noncollinear states.
Khanna and Jenna 63 have discussed the practical difficulties of synthesizing clusters of required size with the aim of controlling their electronic, optical, and magnetic properties. Yamamuro et al. 64 have recently shown how to produce monodispersed Cr clusters as a first step to assembling nanometer-sized Cr clusters as building blocks for nanostructural functional materials. Thus small Cr clusters may become important components in technological materials and hence an understanding of their magnetic properties, which have to date been neglected, will undoubtedly prove invaluable.
Cr 2 dimers
In Table V the Cr 2 dimer is considered. The LDA gives a nonmagnetic solution in all cases. The GGA results give col-TABLE IV. Calculated atomic and total magnetic moments M at , M tot ͑in B /atom), binding energy E B ͑in eV/atom͒, and bond length b ͑in Å) for the Fe 5 clusters. The format is as in Table I . linear AFM coupling in contrast to the situation in Fe 2 which was FM. This is just as expected for the magnetic coupling between atoms with less-than half-͑Cr͒ and more-than halffilled ͑Fe͒ d bands. As can be seen from the large bond length and the low binding energy, a FM Cr 2 dimer is almost unbound in the GGA. We also note that the prediction of a nonmagnetic ground state in the LDA for Cr 2 , but of an AFM state in the GGA is exactly analogous to the results obtained for bulk bcc Cr.
Cr 3 trimers
In Table VI the results for triangular Cr 3 clusters are presented. The ground state is found to be a ferrimagnetic distorted triangular structure in both GGA and LDA. The magnetic moment are small in LDA (Ϫ0.43,ϩ0.95,ϩ0.98 B /atom) while large magnetic moments (Ϫ2.45,ϩ3.64, ϩ3.64 B /atom) are found in the gradient corrected results. The bond length between the FM coupled atoms is considerably increased in both cases over the distance between the AFM coupled atoms. A constrained collinear calculation for a FM Cr 3 trimer results in an unbound metastable state in the GGA.
In addition, we have also found a metastable ''spiral'' arrangement. In this case the triangular structure is undistorted. Indeed in GGA our FM calculations also converge to the spiral structure, which has considerably lower energy, thus indicating that the formalism is rather reliable at determining low-energy configurations. That said, the calculation did not find the true ground state and would require two further phase transitions-a structural phase transition to the distorted triangle and a magnetic phase transition to antiferromagnetism. Ivanov and Antropov 26 used the wavelets technique within spin-density functional theory to study Cr 3 and found the same spiral-like structure as the ground state in their calculations ͑although it is unclear from the paper if they considered an AFM solution͒. Figure 6 shows the magnetization density for our ''spiral'' structure and it corresponds to the classical frustrated antiferromagnetic trimer. The Cr ions have rather localized magnetic moments and the transition from one direction of magnetization to another goes through zero magnetization at the ''Bloch wall'' rather than through a rotation of magnetization ͑note that we show an iso-surface plot of magnetization density while Ivanov and Antropov show an iso-surface of charge density͒. As discussed by Ivanov and Antropov 26 and Oda et al. 25 this justifies the use of the atomic-sphere approximation applied to materials with strong atomic magnetization. The triangle is also the elementary building block in triangular monolayers or in ultrathin overlayers on ͑111͒ fcc or ͑0001͒ hcp surfaces. The case of an antiferromagnetic nearest-neighbor coupling in such layers ͑the ''frustrated antiferromagnetic XY model''͒ has received considerable attention. 9 It has been shown that for nearest-neighbor coupling, the ground state consists of two degenerate noncollinear configurations with Ϯ120°orientation of neighboring moments and differing only in the helicities. For Mn/Cu͑111͒ monolayers Spišák and Hafner 65 have demonstrated that in the GGA the noncollinear ground state is also stabilized over a row-wise collinear state corresponding to our AFM ground state of the Cr 3 triangle. A similar result has also been obtained by Asada et al. 23 for Cr/Cu͑111͒. Of course the epitaxial relationship with the surface suppresses the geometrical distortion stabi-TABLE V. Calculated atomic and total magnetic moments M at , M tot ͑in B /atom), binding energy E B ͑in eV/atom͒, and bond length b ͑in Å) for a Cr 2 dimer. The format is as in Table I . lizing the collinear AFM state of the free Cr 3 cluster and this explains the reversed stability.
Cr 4 tetramers
Tetrahedral Cr 4 is rather interesting in terms of noncollinear arrangements of the magnetic moments. Again our results are fairly consistent and are tabulated in Table VII . We find three solutions, a metastable FM one with small bulklike moments, a noncollinear metastable state, which is a generalization of the spiral arrangement found in Cr 3 with the magnetization directions on the neighboring atoms forming a tetrahedral angle of ϳ109.5°, and an AFM ground state. In both the AFM and noncollinear states large magnetic moments are predicted ͑see Table VII͒. The AFM ground state is ϳ160 meV/atom ͑GGA͒ or 129 meV/atom ͑LDA͒ lower in energy than the noncollinear configuration. The structure is distorted unlike the FM and noncollinear cases with very large distances of 2.97 Å between ferromagnetically coupled atoms and slightly shorter bonds in AFM pairs. In the LDA, the FM state is lower in energy than the noncollinear state while in the GGA the noncollinear state is more stable than the FM case by a large energy difference of ϳ375 meV/ atom. The noncollinear solution has a bond length of 2.58 Å in GGA which is intermediate between the long bonds in the AFM and the short bonds in the FM configurations. Note that the small bond length in the FM cluster is a consequence of the very weak magnetic moments. In the noncollinear case the total atomic magnetic moment is ϳ4.02 B /atom in the GGA and ϳ3.55 B /atom in the LDA and is symmetric on all sites. Figure 7 shows a plot of the magnetization density for this solution. Again the same conclusions hold. The magnetization density varies smoothly with position and is localized symmetrically around the atomic sites as depicted in Fig. 7. 
Cr 5 pentamers
Finally, a bipyramidal Cr 5 cluster is found to have a collinear ferrimagnetic type ground state in the GGA, apical TABLE VII. Calculated atomic and total magnetic moments M at , M tot ͑in B /atom), binding energy E B ͑in eV/atom͒, and bond length b ͑in Å) for the Cr 4 clusters. The format is as in Table I . PRB 62 11 567 FULLY UNCONSTRAINED NONCOLLINEAR MAGNETISM . . . atoms 4 and 5 are spin-up while the central triangular atoms, 1 to 3, are spin-down. The moments on the atoms in the central triangle are larger than those on the apical atoms, and due to their FM coupling, the bond lengths in the triangle are considerably longer than from the triangular to the apical atoms ͑see Table VIII͒ . We have however stabilized a further solution. In this case the central triangular arrangement is a classical frustrated trimer, while the apical atoms are ordered antiferromagnetically with each other and perpendicular to the moments in the central triangle. This state is however metastable and is some 169 meV/atom higher in energy, but is of interest as it demonstrates vividly ͑see Fig. 8͒ the complex interplay of frustration at shorter bond-lengths. In contrast to the collinear configuration, the local moments are now larger on the apical atoms ͑4.18 B /atom) which are further away from the central triangular sites ͑3.86 B /atom). The only other point to mention is that the LDA calculations found a nonmagnetic solution as the ground state. This is clearly not the case in the GGA calculations and once again illustrates that conventional LDA without gradient corrections tends to predict the absence of magnetic order not only in bulk Cr, but also in small Cr clusters.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have shown how the projectoraugmented-wave method may be used to calculate noncollinear magnetic structures of materials. The magnetization density is treated in this formalism as a continuous vector variable of position. The approach allows the atomic and magnetic structures to relax simultaneously and selfconsistently. Our applications of this approach have focused on small Fe and Cr clusters for two main reasons. Firstly, Fe clusters have been extensively studied using collinear formalisms in the past and provide a wealth of data to compare our present results with. In more limited cluster studies Fe and Cr have been used as test cases of fully unconstrained noncollinear formalisms. Secondly, clusters have less symmetry constraints than crystals and are thus good candidates for noncollinear magnetic ground-state configurations.
In the present calculations, we have also used, where appropriate, the collinear formalism to compare conventional calculations with our new implementation. In all collinear cases we are able to reproduce bond lengths, binding energies and magnetic moments to a high degree of accuracy.
In the Fe clusters we find one noncollinear ground state and several metastable states. The noncollinear configuration reported by Oda et al. 25 for the Fe 3 linear chain was investigated. Contrary to their findings, we determine the lowestenergy configuration of the linear chain to be collinear ferromagnetic. We attribute the noncollinear arrangement found by Oda et al. 25 to be caused by a lack of gradient corrections and/or poor convergence in their calculations. For the Fe 5 Fig. 6 for further details.
bipyramidal structure we confirm the noncollinear structure, first reported by Oda et al., 25 and find good agreement with their structural parameters and binding energies, although our magnetic moment is slightly more tilted.
In the Cr clusters we also find several metastable noncollinear arrangements. The noncollinear metastable state observed in the Cr 4 pyramidal structure is a generalization to four atoms of the classical frustrated antiferromagnetic trimer which was observed as a metastable state in Cr 3 . Ivanov and Antropov 26 reported the classical frustrated antiferromagnetic Cr trimer in their fully unconstrained approach based on the wavelets technique. However, it is clear from the present study that such a state is metastable in both GGA and conventional LDA. The ground state of Cr 3 was found to be a collinear antiferromagnetic distorted triangular structure.
It is interesting to mention at this point that many noncollinear calculations use only the conventional LDA without gradient corrections. We have found in this study that gradient corrections are absolutely essential in predicting the correct magnetic ground states of small clusters, confirming analogous conclusions deriving from the study of bulk crystalline materials.
With regard to the magnetization density, our conclusions are largely in agreement with those of Oda et al. 25 and Ivanov and Antropov. 26 The magnetization density varies smoothly with position. The spin direction only changes at the ''Bloch wall'' between the atoms where the charge and magnetization densities are small, and not due to a rotation of the magnetization. The magnetization density is almost uniform in the ''magnetic region'' of the atoms ͑i.e., in the region of high spin densities͒, although we did find some very slight distortion of the density in the noncollinear Fe 5 ground-state structure.
These conclusions tend to support the widely used approximation of a single spin direction for each atomic sphere.
